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Can DoD Use IBM Watson to Improve Assurance?

- Acquisition programs generate voluminous documentation
- Assurance is based on assembling and reviewing relevant evidence from documents
- Finding appropriate evidence or explanations can be challenging

Q: Can typical developers build IBM Watson applications to support an assurance review?
Key Take Aways

• You do not need a PhD in AI or Natural Language Processing to build IBM Watson applications on BlueMix

• Significant automation will be required for corpus (knowledge database) preparation, potentially larger than application development

• Subject matter expert needed to help craft document structure

• End user involvement needed to guide and improve training

• IBM Watson is one of many tools to bring to bear for cognitive processing applications
Approach: Simulate a Development Process

Assemble team of assurance experts
- Determine interesting questions
- Select appropriate documents
- Define training (ground truth)

Assemble team of developers
- Experienced Python programmers
- No specific expertise in artificial intelligence or natural language processing

Two phases
- 2 weeks of 3 SMEs specifying corpus
- 11 weeks of 4 student developers building application and corpus
Application Performance

Better **Recall** and **Precision**:
Example: “What is the risk of INT33-C”

INT33-C – Risk Overview

INTC33-C. Ensure that division and remainder operations do not result …
https://www.securecoding.cert.org/…/c/INT33-C. =Ensure+that+division+and+remaind…
Lessons Learned From Project

Theory

Practice
Government use rights apply. IBM Watson software (and any dependencies) must be licensed from IBM.

SparkCognition is an IBM Watson business partner (independent software vendor) and has licensed the project materials from CMU for use in their products.
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